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Abstract
Suboptimal resource utilization among public and private
cloud providers prevents them from maximizing their eco-
nomic potential. Long-term allocated resources are often
idle when they might have been subleased for a short period.
Alternatively, arbitrary resource overcommitment may lead
to unpredictable client performance.

We propose a mechanism for fixed availability (traditional)
resource allocation alongside stochastic resource allocation
in the form of shares. We show its benefit for private and
public cloud providers and for a wide range of clients. Our
simulations show that our mechanism can increase server
consolidation by 5.6 times on average compared with selling
only fixed performance resources, and by 1.7 times com-
pared with burstable instances, which is the most prevalent
flexible allocation method. Our mechanism also yields bet-
ter performance (i.e., higher revenues) or a lower cost than
burstable instances for a wide range of clients, making it
more profitable for them.

CCS Concepts • Social and professional topics→ Pric-
ing and resource allocation; • Computing methodolo-
gies→ Simulation evaluation; •Computer systems or-
ganization→ Cloud computing; • Software and its en-
gineering → Scheduling;
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1 Introduction
Most cloud provider costs result from purchased servers,
power requirements, and infrastructure (power and cooling
systems) [30, 54, 79]. Hence, most of these costs are propor-
tional to the number of servers. Although the CPUs on active
servers are underutilized [13, 42], these servers still draw
most of the power they would draw if their CPUs were fully
utilized [61]. Further client consolidation would increase the
revenues per server without increasing the costs [14].

CPU underutilization originates from the provider’s obli-
gation to provide its clients with their contracted quality
of service (QoS) according to their service-level agreement
(SLA) [1]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Container
as a Service (CaaS) clients rent a bundle of resources in the
form of a virtual machine (VM) or an OS container. Even
though clients may choose a fixed instance contract (e.g., a
fixed performance instance on Amazon EC2), with a bundle
that meets their load needs, they will not use their resources
all the time. Moreover, because the proportion of resources
in the bundle, e.g. the ratio of RAM to CPUs, is determined
by the provider, it is not always optimal for the client. There-
fore, most resources will generally have unused margins [56].
Suboptimal utilization might still be a problem even with
less rigid services such as Application as a Service (AaaS)
and serverless computing, where the client does not nec-
essarily rent a bundle of resources but rather a black-box
execution environment. Under such models, providers still
set resources aside to handle unexpected loads [21] or cater
to preferred clients requiring resources on short notice [39].
Providers lose money on these contingency plans because
they do not maximize resource utilization. Maximizing re-
source utilization will enable providers to consolidate more
clients on each machine, increase the income per machine,
and reduce the pressure to expand their infrastructure.

How should providers allocate unutilized resources resid-
ing in a single physical machine among their clients in a
manner that will increase the revenues of the former and
incentivize the latter to agree to this allocation scheme?
A simple method for utilizing momentarily available re-

sources in a single physical machine is to divide them among
the clients/services that reside on that server: either evenly or
proportionally to the amount of fixed resources they rented.
Without an additional billing mechanism, the provider has
no direct benefit from this approach. Moreover, if this is an
ongoing state of affairs, the clients might take the higher
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QoS for granted, and be disappointed when it decreases to
the fixed (paid for) level.
The most popular approach for utilizing momentarily

available resources is burstable performance [8, 19, 27, 49, 55].
On Amazon [8] and Azure [49], for example, a client gains
credits periodically, at an even rate. The client either con-
sumes credits by using the resource or hoards the credits and
“bursts” later, using more resources than its periodic credits
allow. If the client runs out of credits, it must wait for the
next period to use the resource again. The credit mechanism
limits the client to a certain average resource consumption
according to its credit allocation rate.
We assume a client that consumes resources at an even

rate, in line with its credits, is guaranteed never to be starved.
This assumption requires the provider to prioritize clients
that have not yet consumed the credits of the current period
over clients that are currently “bursting”. To never starve a
non-bursting client, the provider must reserve for each such
client a resource amount that equals the client’s credit rate.

Both these quantities, the average resource consumption
and the reserved resource quantity, are defined by the same
number—the credit rate. This coupling is the main draw-
back of burstable instances. It induces two limitations: First,
it forces a client that can function well without reserved
resources to rent a bundle that offers them, just to get an
average consumption rate. This requires that the provider
reserve these resources, which in turn limits the number of
clients per server. Second, this coupling limits each client’s
average utilization (over a period) to its reserved allocation.
The sum of reserved resources in a server thereby serves as
an upper limit on the server’s total resource utilization. Re-
sources not reserved for clients (e.g., the provider’s reserves)
cannot contribute to the total average utilization. Clients that
did not reach their average utilization limit further reduce
the total average utilization.
In unlimited burstable instances, the provider allows the

client to exceed its average consumption rate, and charges
a fixed (higher) price for the surplus average consumption
during a billing period1. This overcomes the utilization limit
but does not increase the number of clients per server.
In this paper, we show that decoupling the reserved re-

source quantity from the average consumption rate allows
clients to explicitly reserve only the resources they truly re-
quire. In turn, this allows the provider to increase the number
of clients per server.

Our contribution is twofold. First, we introduce a Sto-
chastic Allocation (SA) mechanism that allows the provider to
sell reserved resources alongside an additional stochastic al-
location. We compare this mechanism to other mechanisms
using simulations (Section 5) that cover a wide range of
clients (Section 4). For over 56% of these clients, our mech-
anism is more profitable than the burstable performance

1A day in Amazon [8], 5 minutes in CloudSigma [19].

mechanism. We show a 1.7 times increase in the number of
clients per server compared with burstable instances (Sec-
tion 7). We further show that such a mechanism can increase
the provider’s overall profits by 28%–44%, depending on our
assumptions about the provider’s profit margins. Moreover,
we show that a private cloud provider can utilize this mech-
anism to increase its clients’ aggregated economic benefit,
while reducing the provider’s costs.

Second, we present the Stochastic Allocation Simulator
(SAS), a validated infrastructure for cloud simulations. This
infrastructure can generate a large dataset of realistic clients
with different behaviors and simulate their rational bundle
selection given a known distribution of available resources.
It then simulates the load on a server using these clients
(using a completely fair scheduler (CFS) [52]) and yields
highly detailed statistical information. SAS is published as
an open-source project along with the code to replicate our
simulations and their data2.

2 Allocation Mechanisms and Incentives
A resource allocationmechanism is useful only if it is incentive-
compatible for clients and providers. In other words, they
must all gain from participating. In this section we classify
clients by their requirements, discuss providers’ goals, and
then review a number of allocation mechanisms in view of
the parties’ incentives.

2.1 Client Requirements
Most client requirements range between long-term require-
ments and immediate requirements. A long-term requirements
client may have non-interactive workloads. It might value
finishing the workload by or before a deadline [20], but it
might not value getting partial results ahead of time. It only
cares about long-term promises that guarantee meeting dead-
lines with high probability.
At the other end of the spectrum is the immediate re-

quirements client. It runs brief independent workloads or an
interactive workload, and sleeps the rest of the time. The fail-
ure or fulfillment of one workload does not affect the client’s
future requirements. It only cares for instant gratification.
Such a client may not wish to rent a full (usually underuti-
lized) machine, which might guarantee each workload is
finished on time. Rather, it may prefer to yield its resources
when they are idle and be compensated accordingly.

The clients in between these two extremes have a combi-
nation of long-term and immediate requirements. They need
a guarantee that their long-term requirements will be met,
but might demand additional ad hoc resources to support an
immediate load surge. They are mixed requirements clients.
Websites, for example, might partition their budget pro-

portionately to the gain from satisfying these dual require-
ments. They would not like to miss an opportunity to show

2Available from: https://bitbucket.org/funaro/stochastic-allocation.
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an advertisement to their visitors. Hence, the budget for their
immediate requirements might be proportionate to the in-
come from an ad. In addition, they would like to preserve
their customers’ visit rate. Users are unlikely to abandon
them because of a momentary slowdown, but regular low
responsiveness might reduce user visits. Thus, their budget
for long-term requirements might be proportionate to the
estimated loss of revenues due to an expected abandon rate.

The Azure Public Dataset [20] offers insight into how real
cloud users are distributed by category/type. Most clients
(60%) that ran over three days in the dataset were classified
as delay insensitive (i.e., long-term requirements clients),
and 33% were classified as interactive (i.e., short-term re-
quirements clients). The other 7% could not be classified.
Cortez et al. [20], who classified the clients, suggested that
clients with short workloads, each with a deadline, might be
classified as either interactive or unknown.

2.2 Provider Goals
Public cloud providers that rent computing resources to pay-
ing clients would like to maximize their profit from renting
their machines. However, prices are limited due to price wars
among providers [3]. Consequently, to increase their profits,
public cloud providers resort to higher consolidation and
overcommitment [26, 69]: they sell the same resources to
more clients, risking an SLA violation and having to pay
client compensation [68].
Private cloud providers would like to maximize the ag-

gregated value all their clients draw from the cloud: the
game-theoretic concept of social welfare. Accordingly, they
would like to prioritize the most financially valuable clients,
because their workloads carry the maximal benefit to the
organization. Additionally, they wish to maximize client con-
solidation in their existing infrastructure, similar to public
cloud providers.

2.3 Allocation Mechanisms
In this section we survey allocation mechanisms and pricing
schemes that increase the server consolidation by incentiviz-
ing clients to reduce their reserved requirements. Providers
often offer their clients one or more of these mechanisms
simultaneously.

Fixed performance instances consist of a bundle of re-
served resources. They are guaranteed to be constantly avail-
able to the client throughout the rental period. A long-term
requirements client, however, usually only fully utilizes one
resource in the bundle—which is its bottleneck. If the bun-
dle’s size and shape are determined by the provider, a long-
term requirements client is likely to have non-required, unuti-
lized resource margins. Clients that also have immediate
requirements need to compromise: over-provision according
to the maximal load at high costs—or under-provision and
save money, at the risk of being short on resources. Thus,

most clients pay for resources they do not utilize, and which
the provider cannot resell.

Burstable performance instances offer a baseline re-
source guarantee, which may be exceeded when necessary.
These instances are suitable for clients with immediate re-
quirements, which are mostly inactive until driven by an
event. Long-term requirements clients might not require
bursting, as they typically use the resources at an even, max-
imal rate.

We compared pricing of burstable and fixed performance
instances using identical CPUmodels and optimization types.
According to the regression analysis, using Amazon’s and
Azure’s publicly available pricing data [7, 8, 49], a burstable
instance with similar price and characteristics to a fixed
instance is limited to an average performance of 10%–30% of
the fixed instance maximal performance, depending on the
instance type.
Therefore, clients utilizing, on average, less than 10%–

30% of their maximal resources will save money by renting
burstable instances instead of fixed ones. Accordingly, pure
long-term requirements clients will pay for burstable in-
stances 3.3–10 times more than their fixed instance bill, to
get the same performance.

Preemptible instances, deployed by many providers [6,
9, 28, 48, 53], offer a low-cost VM whose availability depends
on the available resources in the cloud. The provider can shut
down the instance at any time to reclaim the resources. An
immediate requirements client can scale horizontally, i.e., ex-
pand the number of active VMs with an increasing load, at a
low cost. Nevertheless, horizontal expansion incurs an over-
head, for the provider and clients, when booting a machine
and gracefully shutting it down. A long-term requirements
client might use these instances whenever available or fall
back to higher cost, nonpreemptible, instances [45].

This mechanism allows the provider to rent unallocated re-
sources while waiting for higher paying clients to rent them.
Unused reserved resources of other clients, however, cannot
be used to create a new preemptible instance. Reserved re-
sources must be supplied on demand, which is not possible
due to the long notification 3 required before shutting down
the preemptible instance.

Posted prices, formerly deployed by CloudSigma [37],
are a mechanism for resource pressure management. In this
mechanism, the provider periodically changes the resource
unit-prices, which it posts publicly via an online API. Clients
with immediate requirements can use the resource when the
prices are low, while using the baseline for their long-term
requirements.

If clients do not cap their resource utilization in response
to price changes, posted pricesmight be ineffective in increas-
ing client density. Clients might not reduce their consump-
tion in response to price surges, as they might value steady

330 seconds in Google Cloud [28], two minutes for Amazon [9].
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performance as long as the average cost remains within their
budget [40, 77]. Moreover, clients will agree to participate
only if price surges are limited by the cost of a horizontal
expansion—the clients’ alternative.

Immediate resource auctions allow clients to rent a
baseline performance, and bid—every few seconds—for an
immediate, temporary, resource allocation. Such a mecha-
nism was implemented in Ginseng for RAM [4] and last level
cache (LLC) [25]. It is suitable for clients with immediate
requirements that need not plan ahead. Such clients can bid
according to their momentary expected valuation of the re-
source. Clients with long-term requirements can also benefit
from the mechanism by getting cheap resources when these
are abundant. Nevertheless, it is hard for such clients to as-
sign a momentary value to a resource with unknown future
availability.
Similarly to posted prices, a horizontal expansion might

be more profitable for some clients than costly, temporary
but immediate, allocation.

3 Stochastic Allocation
Client performance can be quantified in terms of stochastic
properties such as mean, standard deviation, minimum or
maximum. The client can infer these on the basis of its expe-
rience [71]. Different clients might assign different monetary
values to these properties [17, 24, 32, 47, 51, 62, 73], as de-
scribed in Section 2.1. When offered a choice of bundles, each
differently priced and stochastically characterized, the client
can estimate its valuation for the bundle and its expected
profit if selected [18].
Accordingly, to effectively utilize the resources, we pro-

pose the Stochastic Allocation (SA) mechanism. Under the
SA mechanism, the provider offers clients a combination:
a choice of a stochastic allocation class and an amount of
reserved resources. The provider posts fixed unit-prices for
both goods. Each client may choose to rent reserved and/or
stochastic resources—the latter enable consumption of re-
sources that are unused by other clients. The provider prior-
itizes clients when they consume their reserved resources.
To allow clients to make an educated decision when renting
such a stochastic bundle, the provider publishes statistics on
resource availability, for each SA class.

SA supports an asymmetrical bundle of reserved resources
and SA classes. It allows clients to reduce their reserved
resource requirements, and thus increases the number of
clients per server. The SA mechanism bridges the idle re-
source gap between the provider’s obligation to safeguard
clients’ reserved resources and their dynamic demands.

3.1 Implementing Stochastic Allocation via Shares
To evaluate the SA mechanism for CPU using shares, we
simulated it on the basis of the completely fair scheduler
(CFS) [52] algorithm, as was implemented in the Linux kernel.

CFS combines a share-based resource allocation system with
a hard rate limit. Each task is assigned a number of shares,
which entitle it to a portion of the resources proportional to
the number of allocated shares. A task accumulates virtual
runtime according to its actual runtime divided by its number
of shares. In each period, the task with the least accumulated
virtual runtime is run. Thus, at any given time, the virtual
accumulated time of all active clients is nearly identical

CFS can easily implement a credit system, because having
a portion of the shares is effectively the same as reserving
the same portion of the resources. For example, in a machine
with 64 CPUs, a process allocated 1 share out of a total of
64 is guaranteed at least 1 CPU. Nevertheless, CFS does not
support a key feature of SA: defining a different consumption
share for the leftover CPUs. Rather, the consumption rate
is constrained to be identical to the reserved portion of the
shares.

We added a degree of freedom to CFS, adapting it to sup-
port asymmetric reserved resources and share allocations.
We duplicated the CFS logic, to have a second, alternative,
virtual runtime clock and a second priority queue that is
sorted according to the alternative clock. The existing knobs
(share and limit) are associated with the original, main CFS,
which is used as a reserve mechanism. The alternative CFS
takes the newly introduced alt-share and alt-limit knobs.
Once the limit rate of the main CFS is reached, the task is
moved to the alternative one. The scheduler only pulls tasks
from the alt-queue if the original queue is empty. For exam-
ple, to reserve 1 CPU out of 64, allocate 10 shares (e.g., of
100) and set a total limit of 2 CPUs, the administrator would
allocate a process with
• 1 main share such that client main share

total main shares =
reserved CPU
total CPUs ,

• a main limit of 1 CPU to mark the point where excess
resources start being consumed,
• 10 alt-shares (out of 100) for the stochastic part, and
• an alt-limit of 2 CPUs, for the actual capping.

Our adapted CFS allows the provider to implement our SA
mechanism. Once the client chooses its bundle of reserved
resources and number of shares, the provider assigns the
client to the appropriate server while trying to maintain an
even distribution of total shares across the servers.

4 Realistic Workload Modeling
How effective would the SA mechanism be on a cloud? How
does it compare with other mechanisms such as fixed perfor-
mance and burstable instances? How would it affect client
density? How would it affect the provider’s profits?
Experimentation at this scale requires a full commercial

cloud and thousands of real clients. To answer these ques-
tions, we resorted to simulations, showing the method’s
potential on equal grounds with the simulated burstable-
performance. We modeled client workload and then simu-
lated a cloud with various mechanisms (Section 5).
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Our realistic modeling is based on real data from the
Azure Public Dataset [20], which was used to deduce real
consumption and market demand. We generated 12 client-
datasets, which we ran in parallel on our 12-core machine.
Each dataset contained 1024 clients.
To create a single dataset, we sampled a random group

of clients from Azure’s dataset. To model each client, we
generated three functions that were consistent with its given
statistics: performance, load, and valuation.

4.1 Performance
The performance function (resource→ perf) indicates the
maximal performance (in the range [0, 1]) that a resource
allocation can yield, assuming the workload can utilize the
resource. We generated a random monotonically rising func-
tion for each client. These functions are not necessarily al-
ways concave; they can have inflection points, as a real ap-
plication utility function might have [70, 83]. Examples of
generated performance functions are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Generated performance function examples.

4.2 Load
The load function (time → perf) indicates the client’s re-
quired performance (in the range [0, 1]) at a given time. For
each sampled client, we generated a realistic load function
for a single day, in 12-second intervals (i.e., 7200 samples
for each client for each day). For IaaS and CaaS clients, this
means that their VM/container was active for at least a day.
For AaaS and serverless clients, this means that they had
many small tasks which may span across a whole day and
are considered as their day’s load.

To do this, we used the client’s sampled load from Azure’s
data. Azure’s data contain statistics in 5-minute intervals per
client, for up to 30 days. Each sample contains minimum,
maximum and average CPU usage. To get enough statistical
information, we chose only clients with at least a day’s worth
of data (288 samples).

The simplest way to interpret the data would be to main-
tain the average CPU usage constant over each 5-minute
period, but then the extremum values would not be reached.
To remedy that, the usage must reach other values, in partic-
ular the minimum and maximum values, and yet maintain
the average usage. To take all the values in the sample into
account, we divided each sample time into multiple samples

that adhere to the given minimum, maximum and average
CPU usage: min and max are visited, usage values are only
between these values, and the average value is according to
the measured data. This mandatory enhancement of the data
introduces several degrees of freedom: which values to visit
and when.
A simple solution is to visit the minimum and maximum

once, and then fill the rest of the time with a value that will
correct the average. This solution is arbitrary: the minimum
and maximum values can be visited more. Also, it is natural
for more values in the min-max range to be visited as well.
This simple but reality-consistent solution can be smoothly
extended using a beta distribution, which can be defined
by its average, bounds, and density—i.e., having more sam-
ples near the mean value or near the bounds. The density
represents a degree of freedom in the function choice.

For each 5-minute sample, we generated a beta distribution
with the sample’s characteristics (i.e., minimum, maximum
and average) and a density of one, which yields a uniform
distribution when the average is exactly in the middle of the
bounds (see Algorithm 1). We then drew samples from this
beta distribution to fill the 5-minute interval with 25 samples
(a sample every 12 seconds during the five minutes).

Algorithm 1: Generating a random sample.
Data: b: minimum, t : maximum,m: mean, d : density

1 ms ←−
m−b
t−b ; // scale to beta’s domain: [0, 1]

2 if ms < 0.5 then
3 α ←− d ·ms

1−ms
, β ←− d ;

4 else
5 α ←− d , β ←− d ·(1−ms )

ms
;

6 end
7 return beta(α, β) · (t − b) + b ; // draw and scale

We assumed that some clients might choose a smaller
bundle than their maximal potential consumption. Hence,
we extrapolated the client’s consumption to what it would
have been had it not been limited by its rented cores. To this
end, if a sample’s maximum was near the client’s limit (i.e.,
within 90% of its number of virtual cores), we matched the
sample with a beta function with a higher maximal value (64
cores), while maintaining the same average and minimum.
That is, we created a modified beta function that allows for
some over-the-top samples. Fig. 2a shows an example of a
generated load from a real client.

Each client gets its realistic load samples and treats them
as a load history. It models this history using a cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) (Fig. 2b), and uses it to statistically
predict its load for the upcoming day, assuming that “That
which hath been is that which shall be”. The client later uses
its statistical load prediction to predict its expected revenue
and profit from the various bundles.
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Figure 2. A client’s generated load. This client’s required
performance was 42% on average.

4.3 Valuation
Real (human) clients may choose an offering in any way they
like. They may choose randomly, take some time to make a
decision, or go through a long iterative process of selection
and improvement. In the simulation we needed to create
realistic artificial intelligence agents which mimic the behav-
ior of real clients. We did this using the valuation function
tool. A valuation function (perf→ $) indicates the monetary
value that a client attributes to the stochastic properties of
the performance. It is based on business logic, such as the
expected revenue from this performance.

The valuation of a client is the sum of two sub-functions;
each takes different properties of the performance into ac-
count. The immediate valuation function, Vimm , represents
the expected income from the immediate performance, de-
fined in this work as the average performance over a short
period of 12 seconds. The long-term valuation function, Vl t ,
represents the benefit from the long-term performance, i.e.,
the average performance over the entire day.
Using these two functions, a client can estimate the ex-

pected value of its revenue from a combined bundle of re-
served resources and shares. Let us define two random vari-
ables: Xload denotes the client’s load and Xs denotes the
resource availability given a share allocation (s). Let r denote
the client’s reserved resources. The actual performance, Pr ,s ,
is the minimum value of the load and the performance that
the resources allow:

Pr ,s = min{Xload ,per f (r + Xs )}. (1)

The client calculates its expected revenue by adding two val-
uation functions: E

(
Vimm(Pr ,s )

)
, its expected revenue from

immediate performance, and Vl t
(
E(Pr ,s )

)
, its expected rev-

enue from long-term performance. Accordingly, the client

estimates these random variables on the basis of its self-
created load CDF and the CDF representing the potential use
of a resource attributed to a share, supplied by the provider.

Some researchers modeled valuations using analytic func-
tions (e.g., power law [59]), which are easy to symbolically
analyze. But real user valuations are sophisticated [40]. We
tailored to each client an individual, piece-wise linear func-
tion, to model actual consumption. Such non-symbolic func-
tions may be harder to manipulate; however, they cover a
wider range of functions.

To produce these valuation functions, we first character-
ized each client using three values: rented number of cores
(i.e., its bundle), the expected revenue and the portion of the
revenue affiliated with each requirement.
The number of rented cores was obtained from Azure’s

data. We used cores as the basic currency for the simulation:
one core costs $1 a day. Assuming the client is rational, the
cost of the cores the client rents is a lower bound on its valua-
tion of these cores. Wemodeled the clients’ expected revenue
using a Pareto distribution (standard in economics) with an
index of 1.1. A Pareto distribution with this parameter trans-
lates to the 80-20 rule: 20% of the population has 80% of the
valuation, which is reasonable for income distributions [65].

For each client, we drew a value from this Pareto dis-
tribution, with the condition that the value is higher than
the client’s number of cores (i.e., a conditional probability
distribution).
We used Azure’s strict client classification (interactive,

delay insensitive and unknown) to infer for each client the
portions of the revenue affiliated with each requirement.
To this end, we assigned to each class a different truncated
normal distribution function (in the range [0, 1]), which de-
scribes the division between the requirements, as depicted
in Fig. 3. For each client, we chose a distribution function
according to its class, and drew a sample from it to get the
client’s budget portions.

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
0

2
Interactive∼ TN(0, 0.25)

Delay Insensitive∼ TN(1, 0.25)

Unknown∼ TN(0.5, 0.25)

Figure 3. A probability density function (PDF) of the por-
tion between the two valuation types. The horizontal axis
describes the long-term requirements portion, and the im-
mediate requirements portion completes it to 1.

Using these three values (bundle, revenue and portion),
we produced two monotonically rising functions, one for
each valuation type. We engineered these functions such
that when used to produce the valuation of each bundle,
the client’s bundle yields the maximal profit (value − cost ),
and its expected revenue for this bundle will be the revenue
we draw for this client. To this end, we used an iterative
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process: we assumed that the revenue from zero performance
is always zero and thus started with the identity functions
Vimm(x) = x and Vl t (x) = x . Then, in each iteration, we

1. estimated the client’s expected value for different bun-
dles using these functions;

2. adjusted each function, such that the value attributed
to the client’s selected bundle matched its portion of
the revenue; and

3. adjusted the values that the functions attributed to
other bundles, such that they were less profitable for
the client.

Fig. 4 depicts an example of a generated valuation, and
a simple example of a choice of fixed resources, i.e., Xs ≡

0. The choice of a combination of reserved resources and
shares is of a higher dimension, as the valuation function is
(shares × reserved) :→money.
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(b) A client’s valuation and ex-
pected profit for a fixed CPU
allocation.

Figure 4. Creating the valuation function for various max-
imal available CPU usage values. This client’s immediate
requirements constitute 77% of its budget.

5 Evaluation Methodology
We simulated a cloud with various mechanisms: fixed perfor-
mance, stochastic allocation, and the most prevalent “burst”
mechanism. We compared the provider’s revenue, resource
utilization, and client density.
Our evaluation method was an iterative process. A sin-

gle iteration simulated a day and took 2-3 real minutes to
run. It is described in Fig. 5. An example of the progress of
the full process is given in Fig. 6. The initial iteration simu-
lated a cloud that offered only fixed performance (reserved)
resources. The subsequent iterations simulated the intro-
duction of another mechanism (e.g., stochastic allocation)
alongside the reserved resources. Some clients were free to
change their bundle choice at each step. We continued the
process until the measurements were steady for at least 128
iterations (Fig. 6), and considered only the results of the last
60 iterations. Here we describe each step of our simulations,
as depicted in Fig. 5.

Bundle
Selection

Client
Allocation

Cloud
Simulation

Share Distributions Calculation

Statistics
Collection

Distribution
Publishing

Figure 5. Iterative states in our evaluation methodology.

Selecting Fixed Performance and/or Share Allocation.
Each client computed, for each possible bundle, the valuation
it will draw from it. It used its own load statistics and the
provider’s statistical description of the resources that every
share amount yields. Because the client could not foresee its
exact load for the upcoming day, it used the load statistics
gathered over the entire recorded period. The client selected
the most profitable bundle of fixed performance and/or share
allocation for its load and resource requirement distribution.
Formally, the client’s decision can be described as:

argmax
r ,s

{E(Vimm(Pr ,s )) +Vl t (E(Pr ,s )) − Costr ,s }, (2)

where r is the number of reserved cores, s is the number of
shares, and Pr ,s is defined as in Section 4.3.
Changing Choices. Initially, each client chose a number of
reserved cores. In each subsequent iteration, 128 out of the
1024 clients in each dataset (12.5%) were allowed to switch
their bundle to any offer available in that simulation. This
is consistent with the behavior of a real market, in which
clients are unlikely to update their bundles all at once. Nu-
merically, the limitation on the number of clients changing
bundles simultaneously makes the solution method more
stable, reducing oscillation over iterations and enabling the
solution to converge.
At this stage, the provider’s revenue was calculated by

summing the prices of the clients’ bundles.
Allocating Clients to Machines. To allocate clients to 64-
core servers, we randomly shuffled them. Then, one at a time,
each client was assigned to the first server that could accom-
modate the reserved component of its bundle. To ensure an
even distribution of shares among the servers, a client that
rented only shares was assigned to the server with the least
sum of shares at that point.
We then calculated the average number of clients per

server by repeating the allocation process and taking the
average over the active servers. For a single resource, the
assignment algorithm achieves near-optimal allocation, ex-
cept for the last active server, which may be partially full.
Accordingly, to measure the average number of clients per
server, we disregarded the last active server. For a large cloud
with more machines and clients, a single last server is negli-
gible. Each dataset contains 1024 clients, so there are always
enough full, representative active servers in the simulation.
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Figure 6. A typical iterative process and its convergence. The number of clients per server increases over time until it peaks
and starts to drop due to the high utilization and the increasing number of shares per server, which reduce the value of a share.
The provider’s revenue decreases over time as more clients switch to cheaper bundles (with shares).

Simulating a Cloud. Each client load for the current day
(iteration) was selected cyclically from its data over multiple
days. We applied the server allocation algorithm 16 times
for each of the 12 datasets and simulated the actual resource
allocation of the first server of each dataset each time. Due to
our assignment algorithm, the first server is the busiest. This
serves as a worst-case analysis as these clients experience
the most resource stress, and would thus be more reluctant to
reduce their reserve requirements. The server’s resource al-
location was simulated using our modified CFS (Section 3.1).
At this stage, we collected client and server statistics:

clients’ expected revenue (i.e., their valuation), clients’ ef-
fective revenue from their effective performance, and the
server’s resource utilization distribution.
Calculating the Statistical Potential of a Share. To allow
the clients to rationally select a bundle of reserved resources
and shares, our simulated provider supplies statistical infor-
mation regarding the shares, which represents their poten-
tial: the distribution of the maximal resource amount that
a client might attain over a short period—12 seconds in our
case—with the commensurate number of shares. To this end,
we collected the utilization statistics of the machines and
computed their distributions. This produced an effective two-
dimensional probability density function (PDFcpu (t, r )) for
the total unconsumed CPU (t ), and the CPU that was not
exploited by clients that reserved it (r ). A client can utilize an
unused reserved CPU that adheres to its proportional share,
or utilize the entire total unconsumed CPU. Thus, the CDF
of the probability for a client with portion p of shares to get
x of the resource is given by

CDFp (x) =

∫ x

t=0

∫ x
p

r=0
PDFcpu (t, r ) · dt · dr . (3)

To deduce the portion (p) of each offered number of shares,
the provider uses the average total share allocation per server.
It publishes, accordingly, the corresponding distributions for
each offered number of shares, in the form of a CDF (CDFp ,

according to Eq. 3). Identical distributions were published to
all of the clients, regardless of their actual server allocation.
The provider’s utilization and average share allocation sta-
tistics remain concealed. Each client, then, uses the CDF of
shares in the next bundle choice stage (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. CDF of the potential resource use for a number of
shares.

6 Compared Mechanisms
Similarly to public cloud providers, we offer clients a choice
of CPU performance units. In our simulations, these units
are core portions, i.e., 1

16 ,
1
8 ,

1
4 ,

1
2 , 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 core(s). In

addition, the client can rent shares in the amount of 1
16 ,

1
8 ,

1
4 ,

1
2 , 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 shares. A client that rents shares is not

obligated to rent reserved resources. We evaluated each of
the following mechanisms separately:
Fixed Performance (FP). Each initial iteration is a choice
among fixed performance offerings. This is our baseline.
When evaluating the rest of the mechanisms, FP was always
offered to the clients as an alternative.
Limited Stochastic Allocation (LSA). In our mechanism,
the client can rent shares alongside reserved resources, and
utilize them only up to their absolute value. E.g., a client that
rented 1

8 of a share can utilize up to 1
8 of a core in addition to

its reserved allocation, even if the machine is underutilized.
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Unlimited Stochastic Allocation (USA). For complete-
ness, we also tested our SA mechanism in a scenario where
the client can rent shares and use them without any cap-
ping. Its utilization is limited only by the server’s available
resources, and is in proportion to the total number of actively
used shares on the machine.
Burstable Performance (BP). We compared our mecha-
nism to burstable performance, where instances are modeled
assuming the allocated credit rate represents reserved re-
sources. Moreover, the credit system limits the client to a
certain average utilization per day; the provider will impose
a fine for overutilization. Hence, we assumed rational clients
will try to avoid exceeding the bundle’s average allocation.
To adhere to the strict coupling of the burstable instance of-
ferings, we only let clients rent bundles in which the number
of reserved resources equaled the number of shares.

To select the most profitable bundle, a client using BP has
to predict, for each bundle, the limit that will prevent it from
exceeding the bundle’s average (i.e., its reserved allocation).
To do this, the client takes into account its potential load
and the statistical potential attributed to a share [76]. Once
a bundle is selected, the client will not exceed its predicted
limit so as to not incur penalties. However, overutilization
was not fined by the provider.

According to our regression analysis (Section 2.3), a burstable
instance is limited to an average performance of 10%–30% of
the fixed instance maximal performance. Consequently, the
cost of a bundle of matching reserved resources and shares
should be 3.3–10 times the cost of renting only reserved re-
sources. Given the fact that reserved resources cost $1 per
core unit, the corresponding share should bear the rest of
the cost—that is, a share cost of $2.3–$9 per share unit.

We tested BP using share unit prices of $2, $3 and $4. For
LSA, we used share prices of $0.15, $0.5, $0.6, $0.7 and $0.9
per share unit. For USA, we used higher share prices of $3,
$5 and $8, as they allow clients to use more of the resource
and thus are more valuable to them.
LSA or BP (LSA/BP).We also tested the case where clients
had a choice between these two mechanisms: LSA with a
unit price of $0.5 or USA with a unit price of $3.

7 Results
First, we review our raw results by comparing the increase
of clients per server while maintaining revenue. Then, using
our simulation results, we make some assumptions to infer
server costs, and use them to compare the provider’s profit
from the various mechanisms.
As Fig. 8 shows, LSA .5 (Limited SA with a unit price of

$0.5) can pack 1.7 times more clients into each server than
BP 3 with the same revenue, and 5.7 times more than FP.
USA has a similar number of clients per server (CPS) as
LSA—albeit with significantly lower revenues.

LSA .15 allowed 233 CPS—the most among our tested
cases, but reduced the provider’s revenue significantly (35%)
compared with BP 3. LSA .5 matched the provider’s revenue
when using BP 3, and allowed nearly as many CPS as LSA
.15. LSA/BP allowed nearly as much CPS as LSA .5, however
with lower revenues.
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Figure 8. Comparison of allocated clients per server and
provider’s revenue. The number following the mechanism’s
name is the share price of each tested case. The revenues are
normalized by the FP revenue. The error bars indicate the
variance in CPS between the servers.

7.1 Provider’s Economic Benefit
The public provider’s profit depends on its expenses on hard-
ware, energy and infrastructure purchasing: data we do not
have. This data can be used to estimate the daily server costs
and derive the profit from the revenue. Although revenues
for non-FP schemes are reduced, the providers’ profit may
still grow due to lower daily server costs, which increase the
profit margins—the profit divided by the revenue.

We estimated the server cost on the basis of our simulation
results, and the assumption that the first provider to offer BP
(Amazon) chose to offer this scheme to increase its profits.
Amazon’s BP pricing matches BP 3. Hence, we assume that
the FP profits are lower than those of BP 3. The profits are
equal when the profit margin of FP is 38%, which implies a
daily cost of $39 4 (in reserved core price units), assuming no
new clients joined due to the new attractive track. A lower
profit margin of 25% implies a server cost of $47, and a higher
profit margin of 50% implies a server cost of $31.

4The daily server cost is calculated as follows: ((1−profit margin)·profit)
number of servers .
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In Fig. 9, we demonstrate the provider’s profits in the
different tracks, using these three hypothesized values for
server costs. If a server costs $39—the break-even case for
FP and BP—the provider can increase its profit by over 35%
and its profit margins by at least 22% by offering LSA .6
instances instead of BP 3. The higher server cost ($47) leads
to a 44% increase in profit. Moreover, in all of these cases, the
profitmargins growwhen any stochastic allocation instances
(excluding USA 3) are offered.
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Figure 9. The provider’s profit and profit margin. Given a
server cost, the plot shows the expected profit and profit mar-
gin of the provider if it were to offer each tested mechanism.
The profits are normalized by the FP revenues.

A private cloud provider is interested in maximizing the
aggregated value of all its clients (social welfare). Fig. 10
shows that the BP track nearly maximized the social wel-
fare (over 99% of the maximal social welfare, achieved when
resources are abundant). LSA achieved over 97% of the max-
imal social welfare. It did so with fewer machines, meaning
it produced 55% more value per machine than did BP. USA
achieved a higher social welfare than LSA because it achieved
higher resource utilization and thus created more value.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the social welfare.

7.2 Server Utilization
The more expensive the stochastic allocation is, the lower
the CPS will be (Fig. 8) and the lower the average utilization
will be, as seen in Fig. 11. This is because fewer clients prefer
it over a reserved allocation. The reserved allocations, which
grow larger, are generally less utilized, as also seen in Fig. 11.
For BP, the mean and median reserved utilization were

higher than for LSA and USA, but the average total utilization
was lower. This is because BP forces the clients to rent a
reserved resource in order to rent a proportionate share,
although they might want a smaller amount of reserved
resources. This proves our claim: decoupling the reserved
allocation from the average allocation will be preferred by
clients, and will also yield higher server consolidation.
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Figure 11. CPU utilization distribution for each tested case,
differentiated by the total utilized CPU (left) and the portion
of the CPU consumed only by clients that reserved it (right).

7.3 Clients’ Preferences
When offered a choice of FP and a flexible mechanism, how
many would go for the flexible one? 92%–99% of the clients
preferred LSA to FP (Fig. 12c), and 77%–96% preferred USA
to FP (Fig. 12b). Only 65%–84% chose BP over FP (Fig. 12a.
When offered BP 3 or LSA .5, 56% preferred LSA and 42%
preferred BP. This indicates SA is more attractive to most
clients than BP. Its flexibility enables it to cater to a wider
set of client needs. Moreover, when offered any kind of sto-
chastic allocation (either USA or LSA), 34%-46% of the clients
avoided reserving resources at all.

7.4 Clients’ Attainment Ratio
Every 12 seconds, we calculated each client’s attained CPU
utilization divided by its required CPU utilization—i.e., the
client’s attainment ratio. In all the tested cases (FP, BP, SA
and USA), the average attainment ratio for all the clients was
over 99.8%. This indicates that the clients were able to satisfy
most of their load requirements.
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Figure 12. The distribution of clients’ selected bundles. Each
color represents a different tested unit price for the shares.

7.5 Validation
To validate our simulation, we compared the distribution
of the selected bundles in our FP simulation to the distribu-
tion in the entire Azure dataset (2,013,767 clients). Our FP
response profile distribution matches Azure’s, with 10% less
overprovisioning (Fig. 13). This is consistent with real clients
being more risk averse than rational, simulated clients. This
indicates that most of our simulated realistic clients have the
same utility function distribution as real clients.

For further validation, we compared the utilization distri-
bution in our FP simulation to real cloud data. Measurements
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Figure 13. The selected number of virtual cores in our fixed-
performance experiment and in the Azure dataset.

taken before the introduction of burstable instances indicated
average CPU utilization of 15%–20% [13, 42], which is consis-
tent with the FP’s mean utilization in our simulation results,
shown in Fig. 11.
We also confirmed that the clients in our simulations act

rationally, that their load expectations are realistic, and that
the published shares’ potential is accurate. To do this, we
compared the clients’ expected value (before the server simu-
lation) to their effective value (their actual revenues from the
simulated performance). The average effective value tended
to be slightly lower than the expected value, as seen in Fig. 14.
The high variance is expected as the clients use statistics
from up to a month to predict the load of a single day.
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Figure 14. The distribution of clients’ revenue normalized
by their expected value in each tested case.

We validated that the iterations we chose—the last 60—
indeed converged. Over the course of the last 60 iterations, up
to 12% of the clients changed their selected bundle from the
first iteration to the last, in all the tested cases. Moreover, the
standard deviation of the selected bundles’ distribution over
these iterations was under 0.6% and the standard deviation
of the shares CDF was under 0.01%, in all the tested cases.
Finally, we analyzed the effect the different assumptions

would have on the results. When we modified the beta den-
sity to be 0.5, 10 or 50, CPS was increased by up to 6% for
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SA, on the one hand, and reduced by up to 5% for BP, on the
other, compared with the main value (1). When we avoided
the over-the-top extrapolation of the generated load val-
ues, CPS was reduced by up to 7%. When we modified the
performance functions so they were linear and concave,
CPS was reduced by up to 3% compared with monotonically
increasing ones. When we modified the Pareto index, CPS
was reduced by up to 6% for a Pareto index of 0.8 and in-
creased by up to 1% for an index of 1.3, compared with the
main index (1.1). We also modified the number of clients
that can change their bundle. The average CPS was not
affected when 384 (or less) clients changed their bundle at
once. When more than 256 clients changed their bundle,
however, the results fluctuated. When more than 384 clients
changed their bundle, the results failed to converge.
In all of the simulations, we compared the CPS ratio of

LSA over BP. Throughout the above-mentioned modifica-
tions, this ratio turned out higher than in the main results
presented earlier (Fig. 8). This indicates that the main results
are numerically sound.

8 Related Work
Agmon Ben-Yehuda et al. [1, 3] predicted that cloud providers
will reduce the resource allocation intervals, as they cur-
rently do. They also predicted the need for sophisticated
economic mechanisms to efficiently allocate resources in the
cloud. This work and the other mechanisms mentioned here
follow this principle.

Many researchers have suggested ways to improve server
consolidation and social welfare other than those used in the
industry. Dynamic pricing schemes have been proposed to
regulate demand [82] or reduce interference [35]. Shahrad
et al. [59] also suggested incentivizing clients to limit their
burstiness via an incentive compatible pricing scheme, in
which clients profit from limiting themselves.

Other researchers suggested allowing clients to communi-
cate information to the provider (the desired availability [60,
63], long-term (months) required service level objectives [17]
or short term requirements [31]). This approach places the
burden of placement and scheduling on the provider’s alloca-
tor, which must ensure that the client’s requirements are met
with high probability. That is, it must solve an optimization
problem. Our solution is simpler for the provider, who only
needs to publish its statistics, and leaves the burden of mak-
ing an informed choice to clients. Other researchers collected
statistics about clients to improve utilization [16, 46, 74],
efficiency [66, 67], consolidation [78] or energy consump-
tion [43] via placement algorithms or resources reallocation.
Many solutions have been proposed for improving the

utilization of dedicated large-scale clusters given a job sched-
uler [5, 10–12, 15, 22, 23, 29, 33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 44, 50, 57, 58,
64, 72, 74, 80, 81]. Such schedulers are more flexible, and
thus reach higher utilization than public clouds. They can

do so because the data center provider is often the one that
deploys this system and can control the fine-tuning of each
task. Real clients’ utility functions were characterized on
such systems [40, 77], but the characterization is inapplica-
ble to public clouds or private clouds without a centralized
scheduler.

9 Conclusions and Future Work
Stochastic CPU allocation via shares allows clients to re-
duce their reserved resource requirements. This allows the
provider to increase the number of clients per server by more
than 70% compared with burstable performance. As such, our
method can increase the profits of the public cloud provider
by over 28% compared with burstable instances. Further-
more, our method also benefits private cloud providers as it
increases the client social welfare per server. It increases the
value each server generates for the corporation by over 55%.

The private cloud’s social welfare can be improved further
by allowing clients to bid for shares, just as clients bid for
spot instances in horizontal scaling [2, 9, 28, 48]. Formulating
a bidding and valuation language for stochastic allocation
remains as future work. The provider might also charge
the clients an additional, fixed, price-per-use to discourage
resource waste. Analyzing this is left for future work as well.
Our simulations show that almost all clients will prefer

using our mechanisms versus the fixed performance track,
and over 56% will prefer it over burstable performance. Our
SA mechanisms offer a cheaper track than either fixed per-
formance or burstable, and do not mandate reserving any
resources. Hence, new clients, who were unable to afford
other cloud services, might now join the cloud and further
increase the provider’s revenues, without cannibalizing the
market share of the existing offerings.
Our simulation infrastructure was validated using real

data from a real cloud. Our methodology and the clients’
rationale were validated by the accuracy of the clients’ ex-
pectations, despite the reduced and compact data at their
disposal. We hope that our infrastructure, published as an
open source project, will allow more research on the appli-
cability of novel allocation methods.
To implement our stochastic allocation method in a real

cloud, our modified CFS should be implemented in the Linux
kernel. It can also be implemented on other resources that
can be allocated via a proportional share mechanism [75]. In-
vestigating the coexistence of this mechanism over multiple
resources remains as future work as well.
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